
‘Chunking your revision’ 
A common mistake students 
make when revising is 
overloading their memory.

Research has shown that our 
short-term memory has an 
average capacity of 5-9 items. 

Have a go at the practical 
experiment to see this in action. 



Experiment instructions

1. Turn over list one and try to memorise as many 
words as you can in 30 seconds.

2. Verbally recall as many as you can to someone you 
are with

3. Repeat with list 2, but this time do not move on to 
the next list until you have the first one locked in.



List 1



Nine Swap Cell Ring Lust

Plugs Lamp Apple Table Sway

Army Bank Fire Hold Worm

Clock Horse Color Baby Sword

Desk Grab Find Bird Rock



List 2
(split into 5 parts)



Horse Cat Dog Fish Bird

Orange Yellow Blue Green Black

Table Chair Desk Bookcase Bed

Teacher School Student Homework Class

Apple Banana Kiwi Grape Mango



Why is list 2 easier?

List two is chunked down into more manageable sizes of 
5, which our short-term memory can handle.

It has also been chunked into categories which again 
makes for more effective learning. 



Memory overload!
Often, revision may look like this

On the surface, it seems like 
students have worked hard and 
spent hours revising

However, this is going to have 
little impact on their revision

Our memory becomes 
overloaded 

Take some photos of these 
ineffective methods and 
compare them to your child's 
revision. 











Making it stick
What do you think of when you see the following 
words/phrases?

Think of your lists and then share it with the person you are with 

Birthday party 

Christmas 

Holiday 

Supermarket



This is showing the learning process. 

Over time, we stick more things to our 
knowledge.

For example, you may have added to your 
knowledge of a birthday party balloons, cake, 
party bags

We need to do the same thing when we 
revise 

Always start the revision process with, what 
do I already know about this, then what new 
information do I need to stick there?



A practical way to do this: Brain dumping

The bits you could remember are already stuck, the bits in another colour are what you need to make stick!



Have a go! 

1. Take a piece of paper and pick a topic area from one 
of your subjects 

2. Brain dump everything you can remember

3. Use the revision guide to add in anything you forgot 
in another colour 

4. The information added is what you need to ‘make 
stick’ so make this a priority in your revision


